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VESNA wireless sensor network platform

VESNA is Jožef Stefan Institute's flexible platform for the development of 
wireless sensor networks. It is based on a high-performance microcontroller 
and a modular radio interface and is designed to meet requirements of 
diverse applications.

UHF spectrum sensing expansion

Sensor Node Expansion for spectrum sensing in the UHF and VHF bands has 
been developed specifically for research into heterogeneous spectrum sharing 
and cognitive radio applications in the TV-band whitespaces. It is based on a 
cheap and compact multi-standard TV silicon tuner design which allows it to be 
deployed in large sensor networks for distributed sensing applications.
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VESNA spectrum sensing application

Firmware running on the microcontroller exposes a common serial line 
interface to one or more energy-detection receivers connected to VESNA. 
Hardware-specific capabilities are abstracted in the form of sensing profiles 
describing supported frequency spans, channel bandwidths and sweep 
times. Sensing data can be processed on-line or stored for later analysis.
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VESNA spectrum sensing application source code has been released under GPL.
https://github.com/sensorlab/vesna-spectrum-sensor
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